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Abstract 
Cathepsin B (CTS B) is a proteolytic enzyme that participates in several im-
portant biological processes. However, when it is altered can be involved in 
development of breast cancer, a disease with high incidence and mortality 
rate among women. Many studies have shown a correlation between high 
CTS B expression and breast tumor. Furthermore, it has been shown that the 
SNP rs1803250 (S53G) leads to structural and functional changes in protein 
that can make it pathogenic. The present study aimed to evaluate a possible 
association of SNP rs1803250 (S53G) with breast cancer. For this, real-time 
PCR was performed on a sample collected in the State of Pará, with 127 pa-
tients and 122 controls. The SNP frequency in this region was 0.12, according 
to a research project in progress that aims to identify Amerindians molecular 
alterations. This indicates that the SNP is found in region with a distribution 
close to worldwide frequency of 0.09. Our results showed that the SNP was in 
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium in collected sample, but C variant allelic fre-
quency was 0.08 in both patients and control groups, which is extremely sim-
ilar to global average. Moreover, homozygotes CC was not found in the sam-
ple and SNP genotypes frequency in patients and control groups was not sig-
nificantly different. In addition, statistical analysis showed that the SNP did 
not have to correlate with tumor subtypes nor with tumor staging. Therefore, 
according to the analyzed sample, the SNP rs1803250 has no association with 
breast cancer and it cannot be considered a molecular biomarker for breast 
cancer. 
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1. Introduction 

Breast cancer is the most incident and is the leading cause of death among can-
cers in women [1]. In Brazil, it is the second cancer type more incident in wom-
en with a rate of 43.74 per 100 hundred women in 2021. In the same year, this 
rate was 18.24 in state of Pará [2].  

Since it is a very heterogeneous pathology, patients prognosis have many va-
riables as the breast tumor subtypes based on HER2 and hormonal receptors ex-
pressions [3]. Thus, there are four categories: luminal-A, luminal B, HER2-positive 
and basal. Luminals are defined when the estrogen (ER+) and/or progesterone 
(PR+) receptors are present, and when there is high expression, they are called 
luminal-A and when they have low expression and a high proliferation rate, they 
are called luminal-B [4]. The prognosis for patients who have these types of tu-
mors is generally good due to the existence of specific target drugs such as ta-
moxifen [5] [6]. 

The category that is classified as HER2-positive is characterized by high ex-
pression of these receptors in tumor cells compared to normal tissues. Like the 
previous ones, this one has a specific target therapy favoring a good prognosis for 
patients [4] [7]. The basal category is composed by triple negative tumors (TN), 
they do not have hormone receptor expression and HER2 also does not show 
increased expression. However, it is necessary to analyze the expression of a 
large set of genes through molecular tests to define this tumor type. So, there is a 
group of patients that is TN non-basal, and these are considered aggressive and 
have a worse prognosis due to absence of target-specific therapies since some 
treatments are only effective in TN basal type [4] [8] [9] [10].  

In addition, there is a distinction that can be made between pure HER2+ and 
luminal-HER2+ individuals due to the fact that patients who have both hormone 
receptor and HER2 receptor expression may have a different prognosis than lu-
minal-HER2 negative patients and HER2-pure patients. This occurs because the 
presence of hormone receptors and HER2 in the same patient can interfere with 
target treatments effectiveness [11] [12]. 

Several studies analyzed cathepsins expression in breast cancer, and many dem-
onstrated increased expression of these enzymes compared to control group [13] 
[14]. These proteins are a diverse group of proteolytic enzymes classified based 
on their structure and catalytic site into: serines (A and G), cysteines (B, C, F, H, 
L, K, O, S, V, W and X) and aspartic (D and E) [15] [16]. These enzymes need an 
acidic pH to become active. In this way, the organelle where they predominate is 
lysosome and there, they do their main function, recycling of proteins through 
peptide bonds irreversible cleavage [16] [17] [18] [19]. 

Cathepsins are also present in other places such as nucleus, cytosol and even 
in extracellular environment, playing important roles, including, organism growth 
and development, immune response and collagen biochemical route in bones 
and cartilages [15] [20] [21]. However, cathepsins altered levels can harm body 
homeostasis and may contribute to development of pathologies, including breast 
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cancer [17] [18]. 
Dysregulated cathepsins can cause, for example, exacerbated instability of col-

lagen molecules, which can lead to accelerated extracellular matrix degradation, 
so that malignant cells leak into the blood, causing possible metastases in distant 
tissues [17]. Thus, Cathepsin B (CTS B) may be used by cancer cells since malig-
nant breast tissues were able to increase its expression, being even more signifi-
cant in ER+ tumors, and this was associated with invasiveness [22] [23]. There 
are, already, studies about drugs to inhibit Cat B expression in breast cancer as 
Rhenium(I)-dyselenether that when present inhibit Cat B causing loss of cell 
viability of malignant MDA-MB231 cells in vitro [24]. 

These biochemical aspects may have a cause in molecular factor. Studies with 
cathepsins have shown an association of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
presence with dysregulation of these enzymes in breast cancer [25] [26]. Tointou 
et al., 1994, observed that a SNP in pro-CTS D, with exchange of cytosine for 
thymine, causes pro-enzyme increased secretion and delay in its maturation, 
leading to participation in breast tumors development [27]. Regarding the 
rs10030044 SNP, which exchanges a thymine for a guanine 5’ of the CTS O gene, 
it was shown that even being an intronic gene, it can positively regulate CTS O 
expression, in addition, this SNP were associated with a lower overall survival 
and lower disease-free survival in ER+ breast cancer patients who were using 
targeted tamoxifen therapy to prevent recurrence [25] [26]. 

CTS B SNP rs1803250 is located on chromosome 8p23.1, at position 11852665. 
This mutation is caused by the replacement of T nucleotide by C variant, result-
ing in exchange of the original serine amino acid residue by a glycine. This is a 
missense mutation, that cause changes in amino acid sequence and one study 
performed analyzes on silica and molecular dynamics simulations that suggested 
that SNP 1803250 could effectively lead to structural or functional changes in the 
translated enzyme, therefore its presence could be pathogenic [28] [29]. 

According to Genome Aggregation Databases (GenomAD), which aggregates 
information about genome and exome sequences, the worldwide frequency of C 
variant allelic of the SNP rs1803250 is 0.09 [28]. A research project in progress 
that aims to identify Amerindians molecular alterations, sparce information in 
international databases, sequenced the exome of 95 individuals with gastric can-
cer in regional population of this study, and the SNP rs1803250 had a frequency 
of 0.12, which indicates that the SNP is found in this region with a distribution 
close to global average (unpublished data). 

Thus, the present study analyzed the SNP rs1803250, investigating presence or 
absence of a significant association in patients with breast cancer in relation to 
global average. In addition, the study proposes to analyze whether there is a cor-
relation between this SNP and tumor staging and/or tumor subtypes, in order to 
determine whether SNP rs1803250 could be the reason for CTS B high expres-
sion in patients with breast cancer, and thus would be indicated to be part of a 
molecular biomarkers panel for the disease. 
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2. Materials e Methods 
2.1. Samples Obtaining 

Blood samples were collected from 127 breast cancer patients at the João de Bar-
ros Barreto University Hospital (HUJBB/UFPA) in Belém in the State of Pará. 
The patients were all women and were aged between 24 and 88 years. In addi-
tion, data on tumor subtypes and TMN staging were collected, and only patients 
with no previous history of other cancer types were accepted, according to med-
ical records. As a control, 102 women were selected, who underwent several tests, 
including mammography, and absence of a malignant breast tumor was con-
firmed. All signed the free and informed acceptance term, giving the sample for 
this research. The tube used for collection contains EDTA as an anticoagulant 
and the samples were stored at −80˚C degrees, if necessary.  

2.2. DNA Extraction and SNP Genotyping 

DNA extraction was performed following phenol-chloroform extraction proto-
col, through steps of red blood cell lysis, leukocyte lysis and phenol-chloroform 
addition for DNA isolation, and isopropanol addition, precipitating it. SNP ge-
notyping was performed using real-time PCR (qPCR). The SNP rs1803250 spe-
cific probe used has the following sequence:  
GTACCACATAGCCTCTTCAAGTAGC 
[T/C]CATGTCCAGTTGTAGAAGTTGTGC. This shows VIC® fluorescence for 
variant C allele and FAMTM for wild type T allele. 

Reactions were performed with addition of sample with extracted DNA, nuc-
leotide-free water and Master Mix, containing Taq Polymerase, nucleotides, mag-
nesium chloride and a buffer solution in an eppendorf, with a final volume of 25 
µL. Eppendorfs were inserted in Rotor-Gene-Q automatic thermocycler and the 
reaction occurred following this parameters: initial denaturation at 95˚C for 10 
minutes, followed by 40 cycles for amplification with denaturation at 95˚C for 15 
seconds and extension and annealing at 60˚C for 1 minute. Subsequently, graphs 
generated by the reaction were analyzed. 

2.3. Statistical Analysis 

The data obtained were analyzed using Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium Test. The 
population was considered to be in equilibrium with p > 0.05. Genotypic and al-
lelic frequencies correlation with clinicopathological data from patients with 
breast cancer was performed using Fisher’s exact test and Chi-Square test. Val-
ues of p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Analyzes were performed 
using BioEstat Software version 5.3. 

2.4. Ethics Committee 

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Oncology Re-
search Center with number 3,847,758. 
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3. Results 
3.1. Sample Data Analysis 

The data obtained from patients medical records were analyzed and, for this, the 
ages were categorized every ten years, forming 5 groups: under 40 years old, 40 
to 49 years old, 50 to 59 years old, 60 to 69 years old and over 70 years old. In 
this sense, most patients were aged between 40 and 49 years (31.49%), and the 
mean age was ±54 years. Table 1 details the samples characteristics from the pa-
tient group. 

Among the 127 patients analyzed, data were obtained about tumor subtype of 
breast cancer from 86 individuals, which led to categorization of these women 
into 5 subgroups: luminal A, luminal B, pure HER2+, luminal-HER2+, and triple  
 
Table 1. Clinical dates from patient group. 

Ages  

<40 anos 14 (11.02%) 

40 a 49 40 (31.49%) 

50 a 59 33 (25.98%) 

60 a 69 21 (16.53%) 

>70 19 (14.96%) 

Tumor subtypes 86 

Luminal A 15 (17.44%) 

Luminal B 18 (20.93%) 

HER2+ Pure 20 (23.25%) 

Triplo negativo 16 (18.60%) 

Luminal-HER2 17 (19.76%) 

Tumor size 48 

T1 2 (4.16%) 

T2 22 (45.83%) 

T3 21 (43.75%) 

T4 3 (6.25%) 

Lymph nodes status 48 

N0 19 (39.58%) 

N1 18 (37.50%) 

N2 10 (20.83%) 

N3 1 (2.08%) 

T1: Tumor size ≤ 20 mm; T2; Tumor size between 20 mm and 50 mm; T3: Tumor size > 
50 mm; T4: Any tumor size with ulceration or skin nodules; N0: No metastases in near 
lymph nodes; N1: Metastases in near lymph nodes level I and II, movable; N2: Metastases 
in near lymph nodes level I and II, fixed, or metastases in mammary chain without lymph 
node involvement; N3: Near lymph node metastasis level III, or breast chain metastasis 
with lymph node involvement. 
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negative. Data were also collected about TMN staging of breast tumors from 48 
individuals. This staging system classifies tumors by size (T), presence of spread 
to nearby lymph nodes (N) and presence or absence of distant metastases (M). 
The graduation is from T0 to T4, N0 to N3 and M0 to M1, where the higher the 
number, more advanced the tumor stage is [30]. About category M, the 48 pa-
tients did not suffer metastasis (M0) or could not be properly evaluated (MX) 
according to data from the medical record, so this category was not included in 
the analysis. 

3.2. qPCR Fluorescence Standard of SNP rs1803250 Genotypes 

Samples genotyping performed by qPCR detected homozygous wild TT and he-
terozygous TC genotypes. Both in patient population and control group, no ho-
mozygous CC genotype was found. Figure 1(a) shows the reaction graph, where 
fluorescence intensity is shown on X axis and number of cycles on Y axis. The 
observed standard is TT genotype, because the fluorescence signal was detected 
only from yellow channel, which is equivalent to FANTM in the probe used, de-
monstrating presence only of the T allele. Otherwise, heterozygous TC standard 
(Figure 1(b)), where fluorescence was detected in both yellow channel and green 
channel, which is equivalent to VIC® in the probe used, demonstrating presence 
of both alleles. 

Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of genotypes according to fluorescence signal 
detected. Patients are represented in green color and controls in blue. Individu-
als in which was detected only the T allele are concentrated in fourth quadrant,  
 

 
Figure 1. The two genotypes graphs of qPCR reaction of SNP rs1803250 in an individual. (A) TT homozygote standard; (B) TC 
heterozygote standard. 
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of genotypes according to samples fluorescence detected. 

 
therefore, they are TT homozygotes. Those which detection was of both alleles 
are concentrated in first quadrant, with heterozygotes being TC. If there were 
any CC individuals in studied sample, they would be represented in second qua-
drant. The third quadrant represents samples without any fluorescence detection, 
where negative control used in reaction is represented in red. 

3.3. Hardy-Weinberg’s Equilibrium of SNP rs1803250 

The Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium Test demonstrated that the SNP rs1803250 
was in equilibrium, with P value of 0.159. In addition, the minor allele frequency 
in study population was 0.08, which is in agreement with the worldwide allelic 
frequency according to GenomAD database (0.09) and with the frequency among 
Amerindians with gastric cancer in region population (0.12). Table 2 presents 
the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium Test result as well as the global and regional 
frequencies. 

3.4. Allelic and Genotype Frequency of SNP rs1803250  

The sample frequency of C allele was 8.33% in control group and 8.66% in pa-
tient group. The T allele frequency was 91.67% in control group and 91.33% in 
patient group. The homozygous TT genotype was observed in 83.33% in control 
group and in 82.67% in patient group and heterozygous TC genotype was found 
in 16.66% in control group and 17.32% in patient group. Homozygous CC ge-
notype was not observed in either group. There was no correlation between pres-
ence of SNP rs1803250 variant C allele and breast cancer (P = 0.51). Table 3 
presents the two groups allelic and genotypic frequencies. 

3.5. SNP rs1803250 Association with Tumor Subtypes 

The investigation of correlation between SNP 1803250 with breast cancer tumor 
subtypes was carried out using the Chi-Square Test with data obtained from 86 
patients. The C allele frequency among luminal A individuals was 10.00%, among 
luminal B individuals 11.11%, among pure HER2+ patients 5.00%, among triple 
negatives 9.37% and among luminal-HER2+ patients was 5.88%. After statistical  
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Table 2. Hardy-Weinberg’s equilibrium test of SNP rs1803250. 

Most frequent 
allele 

Less frequent 
allele 

P value of 
HWB* test 

MAF* 
MAF* 

GenomAD 
MAF* 

Amerindians 

T C 0.159 0.08 0.09 0.12 

*MAF: Minor allele frequency; *HWB: Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium. 
 

Table 3. Allelic and genotypic frequencies of SNP rs1803250 in patient and control groups. 

 TT TC CC P value* T C P value* 

Control (102) 83.33% (85) 16.66% (17) 0.0% (0) 
0.51 

91.67% (187) 8.33% (17) 
0.51 

Patients (127) 82.67% (105) 17.32% (22) 0.0% (0) 91.33% (232) 8.66% (22) 

*Fisher’s exact test. 
 
analysis, it was observed that there was no significant difference between allelic 
frequencies between the 5 classifications, thus, the presence of SNP 1803250 pre-
sented a similar distribution in all groups (P = 0.84). 

The frequency of TT genotype in luminal subtype A patients was 80.00%, in 
luminal subtype B 77.77%, in pure HER2+ patients 80.00%, in triple negatives 
81.25%, and in luminal-HER2+ 88.23%. After statistical analysis, it was observed 
that there was no significant difference between the 5 categories (P = 0.82). 
Thus, statistical data demonstrate that there is no significant correlation between 
the presence of SNP rs1803250 and classifications of tumor subtypes in breast 
cancer. Table 4 presents data on allelic and genotypic frequencies of patients 
according to tumor subtypes. 

3.6. SNP rs1803250 Association with Tumor Staging 

Correlation between SNP 1803250 and tumor staging was also analyzed using 
Fisher’s exact test in 48 patients, whose data could be obtained. Regarding pri-
mary tumor size, C allele frequency among individuals that fit into initial stages 
(T1 + T2) was 6.25%, an exactly equal frequency value obtained in individuals 
with larger tumors (T3 + T4), indicating that there was no correlation between 
SNP and tumor size (P = 0.66). 

Concerning tumor spread to near lymph nodes, the C allele frequency among 
patients where spread is null or for few lymph nodes (N0 + N1) was 8.10%. In 
none of the individuals with disseminations for more lymph nodes (N2 + N3) 
was detected C allele presence, all being TT genotype. However, this difference 
was not significant (P = 0.18). 

Thus, statistical data showed that there was no significant correlation between 
SNP rs1803250 presence and tumor size or dissemination to near lymph nodes. 
Table 5 presents data of allelic and genotypic frequencies of patients according 
to staging T and N. 

4. Discussion 

This study obtained samples from patients with breast cancer with a mean age of  
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Table 4. Genotypic and allelic association of SNP rs1803250 with subtypes of breast tumors. 

 Genotypes P value* Alelos P value* 

Subtypes TT TC  T C  

Luminal A 12 (80.00%) 3 (20%)  27 (90.00) 3 (10.00%)  

Luminal B 14 (77.77%) 4 (22.22%)  32 (88.88%) 4 (11.11%)  

HER2+ pure 18 (80.00%) 2 (20.00%) 0.82 38 (95.00%) 2 (5.00%) 0.84 

TN 13 (81.25%) 3 (18.75%)  29 (90.62%) 3 (9.37%)  

Luminal-HER2+ 15 (88.23%) 2 (11.76%)  32 (94.11%) 2 (5.88%)  

*Chi-Square Test. 
 
Table 5. Genotypic and allelic association of rs1803250 SNP with tumor staging. 

 Genotypes P value* Alleles P value* 

Staging TT TC  T C  

T1 + T2 21 (87.50%) 3 (12.50%) 
0.66 

45 (93.75) 3 (6.25%) 
0.66 

T3 + T4 21 (87.50%) 3 (12.50%) 45 (93.75) 3 (6.25%) 

N0 e N1 31 (83.78%) 6 (16.21%) 
0.18 

68 (91.89%) 6 (8.10%) 
0.18 

N2 e N3 11 (100%) 0 22 (100%) 0 (0%) 

T1: Tumor size ≤ 20 mm; T2; Tumor size between 20 mm and 50 mm; T3: Tumor size > 
50 mm; T4: Any tumor size with ulceration or skin nodules; N0: No metastases in near 
lymph nodes; N1: Metastases in near lymph nodes level I and II, movable; N2: Metastases 
in near lymph nodes level I and II, fixed, or metastases in mammary chain without lymph 
node involvement; N3: Near lymph node metastasis level III, or breast chain metastasis 
with lymph node involvement. *Fisher’s exact test. 
 
±54 years, with a greater representation of the group of individuals aged between 
40 and 49 years (31.49%). Among the data obtained about breast tumor subtype, 
most patients were classified as HER2+ Pure (23.25%). In addition, most (45.83%) 
of the patients had tumor size classified as T2, but in the present study, initial 
and more advanced stages were grouped, wherein 50.00% of the patients were 
classified in T1 + T2 group and 50.00% in T3 + T4 group. As for lymph node 
dissemination, the most expressive group was patients whose dissemination did 
not occur (39.58%). Likewise, this attribute was grouped between individuals 
with more lymph node metastases and those without or with a few spreads for 
lymph node metastases, being that last group the most found (77.08%). 

Breast cancer is the most incident and considered the leading cause of death 
among women cancers worldwide [1]. Several factors participate in prognosis 
determining of these patients. Subtypes based on hormone and HER2 receptors 
expression, tumor size and lymph node status are some of these factors and stu-
dies in some cathepsins have already revealed that SNPs may influence them 
[31]. 

Several SNPs like the SNP in pro-CTS D and the SNP at 5’ of the CTS O gene 
can impact some of these factors, as well as participate in the development of 
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breast cancer [25] [26] [27]. Furthermore, the association between high cathep-
sin B expression and breast cancer is proven, including its relationship with tu-
mor invasiveness [22] [23] [32] [33]. Therefore, the investigation about SNPs 
that may be linked to this protein dysregulation during the disease is interesting. 

The present study chose to investigate SNP 1803250, due to its exonic location 
in Cat B, which is able to lead to changes in the mutated protein structure and 
alter its function [29]. In addition, the SNP 1803250 presents a frequency in in-
dividuals from the region where the study sample was collected very similar to 
the global distribution, meaning that changes in frequency rates among patients 
could be related to the disease development [28]. 

The initial statistical performed was Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium test, which 
demonstrated that the sample was in equilibrium. Thus, it was possible to pro-
ceed with allelic and genotypic frequencies analysis to investigate the association 
of SNP rs1803250 with breast cancer. No studies have been done before about 
this SNP, but an association between other CTS B SNPs and cancers has been re-
ported. This is the case of SNP rs13332, a switch from adenine to cytokine, which 
was significantly associated with risk of developing hepatocarcinoma in a study 
performed by genotyping 135 patients [34]. 

Furthermore, Stiblar-martincic & Hajdinjak (2009) investigated the SNP rs12338 
in CTS B, which exchanges a cytokine for guanine and leads to an exchange of 
lysine for valine at position 26 of protein. Through genotyping of 168 patients, 
they observed that this SNP was associated with a 1.71 times higher risk of de-
veloping prostate cancer in patients homozygous for this variant compared to 
heterozygous and wild-type homozygotes [35]. However, the present study result 
was different, as there was no association of SNP rs1803250 with breast cancer 
patients, since the difference in allelic and genotypic frequencies between control 
and patient groups was not significant. 

Analysis of association between the rs1803250 SNP and tumor subtypes was 
also performed. Knowing that CTS B is significantly more expressed in patients 
with ER+ breast cancer, the SNP could also be associated with luminal patients, 
since they are hormone-responsive [14]. 

In addition, the correlation of a SNP in Cat D with breast cancer that leads to 
the exchange of alanine for valine has been observed. This study was carried out 
by mass spectrometry in breast cell lines that showed high expression of HER2 
receptor when the SNP was present [36]. In the present study, however, there 
was no significant association of the rs1803250 SNP and none of the breast tu-
mors subtypes. 

Considering that CTS B contributes to disease progression [14], association of 
SNP rs1803250 with tumor staging of breast cancer patients was also investigated 
in our study. Stiblar-Martincic & Hajdinjak (2009) demonstrated that the SNP 
rs12338 present in CTS B was associated with early stages of prostate cancer 
[35]. Chen et al. (2014) also reported that this same SNP was correlated with tumor 
size in hepatocellular carcinoma. In our study, association of SNP 1803250 was 
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analyzed, both with regard to tumor size and to dissemination to lymph nodes, 
but there was no significant association with any degree of tumor staging [34]. 

No studies have been done previously with SNP 1803250, neither in relation 
to breast cancer or any other cancer and only two studies on SNPs in CTS B in-
vestigating association with malignant tumors have been published [34] [35]. 
These demonstrated a relationship with the risk of developing prostate cancer 
and tumor size in hepatocellular carcinoma, indicating that these SNPs can be 
used as molecular biomarkers for these pathologies. 

Since regional population of the study is similar to global population with re-
gard to the mutant allele frequency and that sample size was equivalent to those 
studies with SNPs in CTS B in cancers, our findings are pioneering and relevant. 
There was a limitation only in obtaining data about staging factor, where only 48 
patients entered in statistical analysis. Still, other studies with more patients can 
be carried out in order to confirm or not the results obtained. 

Furthermore, the lack of association of the SNP rs1803250 with breast cancer 
apparently indicates that it is not responsible for CTS B high expression during 
the pathology. Considering the possibility of finding others SNPs in CTS B asso-
ciated with breast cancer, including the already documented rs12338 and 13332, 
further investigation may contribute to elaboration of molecular biomarkers pa-
nels for this illness. 

5. Conclusion 

This study points to the fact that there is no correlation between SNP 1803250 
and breast cancer development. Likewise, there is no correlation of the SNP with 
tumor subtypes, nor with tumor staging with regard to tumor size and lymph 
node dissemination. Despite this, further studies can be carried out with others 
SNPs in CTS B in relation to breast cancer, in order to investigate the molecular 
processes involved in high expression of the protein during the course of this 
disease and to search for biomarkers that can compose a molecular panel for 
breast cancer. 
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